
isle Of dogs Bakes everyday Nutrition into their New daily essentials
A 100% All Natural Line of Functional Treats Made in the USA

Germantown, WI - Isle of Dogs, the premier health and beauty brand for dogs, is introducing their new line of Daily  
Essentials. These all natural, gluten free treats deliver the healthy nutrients dogs need through whole food ingredients; 
proving when you remove all of the unnecessary fillers you have room for more of the good stuff.

Daily Essentials are crafted from a very simple recipe that includes only grains, fruits, vegetables and herbs. Made 
without gluten, dairy, wheat, meat, added salt, corn, added sugar or soy, these vegetarian treats offer daily nutrient 
support through high-quality, whole food ingredients, and are sourced and made in the USA. A healthy alternative  
to other dog snacks, Daily Essentials are ideal for daily treating and can be broken into smaller pieces to make the  
joy of treat time last even longer.

“People are going to give their dogs treats; our goal is to create treats that provide health benefits in addition to  
the yummy factor.” says Erin Clemens, Director of Marketing at Isle of Dogs. “Our Daily Essentials offer the best of 
both worlds so people can feel good about what they’re giving their dogs, knowing they are supporting a healthy, 
beautiful and joy-filled life.”

The complete line of Daily Essentials includes Healthy Skin & Shiny Coat, Puppy Growth & Brain Development, 
Cleans Teeth & Freshens Breath, and Hip, Joint & Bone Health. Available in 14oz boxes, Daily Essentials are available  
at local and online pet specialty retailers for $7.99 MSRP.

isle of dogs
With a rich heritage in the competitive world of show dogs, Isle of Dogs offers a unique perspective on the impact  
of nutrition on both health and beauty. Their full line now combines natural grooming products with nutritionally 
superior treats and supplements to promote wellness and beauty from within. Isle of Dogs’ products are sourced 
and made in the USA, and created with integrity to support a beautifully balanced and joyful life for all dogs. You 
can learn more about us at iodogs.com, or connect with us on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.  
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